M11276) THE ARMINIAN MAGAZINE FOR THE YEAR 1788
CONSISTING CHIEFLY OF EXTRACTS AND ORIGINAL
TREATISES ON UNIVERSAL REDEMPTION VOLUME XI;
At the New Chapel; 1788; 672+viipp; Quarter leather with worn
marbled boards, spine cracking. With 3 portraits() £50

M11220) THE SUNDAY SERVICE OF THE METHODISTS
WITH OTHER OCCASIONAL SERVICES; London; 1788;
426+ivpp; Disbound with no boards. First few leaves dog-eared at
corners, some foxing. Green/Baker # 376F() £150

M11231) THE SUNDAY SERVICE OF THE
METHODISTS WITH OTHER OCCASIONAL
SERVICES; WCO 336pp;
Full black calf, spine
rubbed & scuffed, all edges
gilt. No date but ownership
inscription from 1874
seems about right.() £25

11275) THE ARMINIAN MAGAZINE FOR THE YEAR 1789
CONSISTING CHIEFLY OF EXTRACTS AND ORIGINAL
TREATISES ON UNIVERSAL REDEMPTION VOLUME XII;
For the author; 1789; 672+viipp; Quarter leather with worn marbled
boards. No portraits() £50

M11229) A COMPANION TO THE MINUTES BEING A REPORT OF THE DEBATES AND PROCEEDINGS OF THE WESLEYAN
CONFERENCE MDCCCLXIX COMPILED FROM THE MOST AUTHENTIC SOURCES AND CONSECUTIVELY ARRANGED ...;
Simpkin, Marshall & Co; 1849; 168pp; Hardback, original embossed cloth, spine nicked. Book plate of the museum of Methodist
antiquities() £35
M11220)  THE SUNDAY SERVICE OF THE METHODISTS WITH OTHER OCCASIONAL SERVICES; London; 1788; 426+iv pp; Disbound with no boards. First few leaves dog-eared at corners, some foxing. Green/Baker # 376F( ) £150

M11222)  WESLEYAN MISSIONARY NOTICES & C. THIRD SERIES NUMBERS 1-36 [January 1854 to December 1856] 1854; 196+212+180 pp; Black half calf with marbled boards. Gilt lettering on spine( ) £100

M11277)  [Wesley, John]; AN EXTRACT OF THE LIFE AND DEATH OF MR. JAMES JANeway FELLOW OF KING'S COLLEGE IN CAMBRIDGE ALSO AN ACCOUNT OF MR. BLACKERBY AND MR. SELCH AND OTHER MISCELLANEOUS PIECES; A. Newsom (Leeds); 1797; 38 pp; Disbound pamphlet. Title page cropped at bottom. Baker 159 a scarce imprint( ) £70

M11274)  Beckerlegge, Oliver A.; THE UNITED METHODIST FREE CHURCHES A STUDY IN FREEDOM; Epworth; 1957; 112 pp; Hardback in dustjacket, b/w illus.() £10

M11245)  Body, Alfred H.; JOHN WESLEY AND EDUCATION; Epworth; 1936; 168 pp; Hardback, slight foxing, portrait frontispiece ( ) £15

M11244)  Booth, George (ed); THE PRIMITIVE METHODIST HYMNAL WITH ACCOMPANYING TUNES THE HARMONIES REVISED BY HENRY COWARD; PMPH; 1889; 404 pp; Limp black morocco, gilt. Rubber stamp mark on title page, hinges weak. Printed on India paper( ) £10
M11278) ; Bramwell, William; A SHORT ACCOUNT OF THE LIFE AND DEATH OF ANN CUTLER COMMONLY KNOWN BY THE NAME OF PRAYING NANNY WHO WAS A PRINCIPAL INSTRUMENT IN THE BEGINNING OF THE LATE REVIVAL OF THE WORK OF GOD IN LANCASHIRE, YORKSHIRE ETC; A. Newsom (Leeds); 1798; 24pp; Disbound pamphlet, somewhat grubby() £50

M11239) ; Bready, J. Wesley; ENGLAND BEFORE AND AFTER WESLEY THE EVANGELICAL REVIVAL AND SOCIAL REFORM; Hodder & Stoughton; 1938; 463pp; Hardback, covers faded, hinges weak, b/w illus.() £15

M11259) ; Church, Leslie F.; MORE ABOUT THE EARLY METHODIST PEOPLE; Epworth; 1949; 324pp; Hardback in chipped dustjacket, foxing edges() £8

M11263) ; Curnock, Nehemiah (ed); THE JOURNAL OF THE REV. JOHN WESLEY, A.M. SOMETIME FELLOW OF LINCOLN COLLEGE OXFORD ENLARGED FROM ORIGINAL MSS. WITH NOTES ... 8 VOLUMES; Epworth; 1938; pp; Blue cloth bindings in torn dustjackets. Profusely illustrated() £80

M11218) ; Currie, Robert; METHODISM DIVIDED A STUDY IN THE SOCIOLOGY OF ECUMENICALISM; Faber; 1968; 348pp; Hardback in chipped and slightly grubby dustjacket() £12

M11270) ; Davies, Rupert et al; A HISTORY OF THE METHODIST CHURCH IN GREAT BRITAIN 4 VOLUMES; Epworth; 1965; pp; Volume 1 has blue & black dustjacket and volumes 2-4 have maroon jackets. Volume 4 dated 1988. A very good set() £60

M11266) ; Dawson, Joseph (ed); JOHN WESLEY ON PREACHING; Grant Richards; 1904; 214pp; Hardback, covers spotted, corners worn() £10
M11225) ; Edwards, Maldwyn; METHODISM AND ENGLAND A STUDY OF METHODISM IN ITS SOCIAL AND POLITICAL ASPECTS DURING THE PERIOD 1850-1932; Epworth; 1944; 252pp; Hardback in chipped dustjacket £8

M11227) ; Fletcher, John; A VINDICATION OF REV. MR. WESLEY'S CALM ADDRESS TO OUR AMERICAN COLONIES IN SOME LETTERS TO MR. CALEB EVANS [BOUND WITH] MINUTES OF SEVERAL CONVERSATIONS BETWEEN THE REVEREND MR. JOHN AND CHARLES WESLEY AND OTHERS FROM THE YEAR 1744 TO THE YEAR 1780; Printed & sold at the Foundry; 1776; 70+52pp; Later red half morocco with marbled boards. Gilt lettering on spine. Cheshunt College book plate. 1st item lacks half title, 2nd item is Baker #344 £400

M11243) ; Gill, Frederick C.; THE ROMANTIC MOVEMENT AND METHODISM A STUDY OF ENGLISH ROMANTICISM AND THE EVANGELICAL REVIVAL; Epworth; 1954; 189pp; Hardback in chipped dustjacket £10

M11273) ; Lidgett, John S. (intro); THE METHODIST LOCAL PREACHERS' WHO'S WHO 1934 A COMPLETE RECORD OF THE LIVES AND CAREERS OF METHODIST LOCAL PREACHERS; Shaw Publishing; 1934; 632pp; Hardback, covers dull, spine starting to come away £15

M11268) ; Macdonald, James Alex.; WESLEY'S REVISION OF THE SHORTER CATECHISM WITH NOTES THE SCOTTISH CONFESSION OF 1560 PATRICK HAMILTON'S PLACES THE CREEDS ETC. SHOWING THE CONNECTION OF METHODIST DOCTRINE WITH THAT OF THE REFORMED CHURCH ..; Geo. A. Morton; 1906; 161pp; Hardback, covers faded £20

M11257) ; Macgowan, John; PRIESTCRAFT DEFENDED A SERMON OCCASIONED BY THE EXPULSION OF SIX YOUNG GENTLEMEN FROM THE UNIVERSITY OF OXFORD FOR PRAYING, READING AND EXPounding THE SCRIPTURES; Davies & Booth (Leeds); 1812; 46pp; Disbound pamphlet. Dog-eared £25

M11253) ; Milburn, Geoffrey E.; PIETY, PROFIT AND PATERNALISM METHODISTS IN BUSINESS IN THE NORTH-EAST OF ENGLAND C. 1760-1920; WHS; 1983; 48pp; Booklet £5

M11223) ; Osborn, G. (ed); THE POETICAL WORKS OF JOHN AND CHARLES WESLEY REPRINTED FROM THE ORIGINALS WITH THE LAST CORRECTIONS OF THE AUTHORS TOGETHER WITH POEMS OF CHARLES WESLEY NOT BEFORE PUBLISHED 12 VOLUMES (OF 13); WMCO; 1868; pp; Original purple cloth, faded. Spines chipped and faded. Vols 1 & 3 with partially missing spines. 12 volumes only, lacking volume 2 £500

M11269) ; Pyke, Richard; THE EARLY BIBLE CHRISTIANS; Epworth; 1941; 46pp; Paperback £5
M11240) ; Tyerman, L.; THE OXFORD METHODISTS MEMOIRS OF THE REV. MESSRS. CLAYTON, INGHAM, GAMBOLD, HERVEY AND BROUGHTON WITH BIOGRAPHICAL NOTICES OF OTHERS; Hodder & Stoughton; 1873; 416pp; Hardback, spine faded. Portrait frontispiece. Some foxing to prelims and a few pencillings. (£50

M11247) ; Virgoe, Norma; A SEASON HIGHLY PROFITABLE THE TRAVELS OF AN ITINERANT METHODIST PREACHER IN NORFOLK AND SUFFOLK 1788-9; WHS; 2007; 42+IIpp; Booklet (£5

M11217) ; Wainwright, A.W. (ed); WESLEY LANGSHAW CORRESPONDENCE CHARLES WESLEY , HIS SONS AND THE LANCASTER ORGANISTS; Scolars Press; 1993; 91pp; Fine hardback in dustjacket (£10

M11252) ; Watson & Trickett (eds); COMPANION TO HYMNS & PSALMS; Methodist Publishing House; 1988; 661pp; Blue hardback (£20

M11216) ; Wesley, Charles; THE JOURNAL OF CHARLES WESLEY 2 VOLUMES; Baker Book House; 1980; 466+494pp; Fine set in green cloth, green faux leather spines, gilt (£30

M11226) ; Wesley, John; A COMPENDIUM OF NATURAL PHILOSOPHY BEING A SURVEY OF THE WISDOM OF GOD IN THE CREATION A NEW EDITION REVISED .. BY ROBERT MUDIE 3 VOLUMES; Thomas Tegg; 1840; 384+376+375pp; Original brown embossed cloth. Some dampstaining to front board of volume 1 and last few pages of volume 2. Frontispiece to each volume (£50
M11224) ; Wesley, John; SACRED HARMONY OR A CHOICE COLLECTION OF PSALM AND HYMN TUNES IN TWO OR THREE PARTS FOR THE VOICE, HARPSICORD & ORGAN 1789; 157pp; Full calf, rubbed & scuffed. Engraved words & music throughout. Complete with additional manuscript index of first lines. Baker 358 [c()] £400

M11258) ; Wesley, John; WORKS 15 Volumes (of 32) Volumes 5,7,8,9,11,12,13,14,15, 16,17,21,23,26 & 29; William Pine (Bristol); 1771; pp; Full calf, rubbed and scuffed but sound. Part set of the 1st edition of Wesley's works. Baker #276() £500

Biographies

M11251) Asbury, Francis; Clark, Elmer (ed); THE JOURNAL AND LETTERS OF FRANCIS ASBURY IN THREE VOLUMES; Epworth; 1958; 778+871+603pp; Hardbacks in chipped dustjackets, foxing edges.() £40

M11254) Bennet, John; Valentine, Simon Ross; JOHN BENNET 1714-1759; WHS; 2009; 35pp; Booklet() £5

M11238) Cartwright, Peter; Watters, Philip M.; PETER CARTWRIGHT; Robert Culley 128pp; Red cloth, gilt. Spine faded() £5

M11255) Hill, David; Senior, Geoffrey; DAVID HILL MISSIONARY IN CENTRAL CHINA; WHS; 2008; 40+iiipp; Booklet() £5

M11264) Hutton, James; Benham, James; MEMOIRS OF JAMES HUTTON COMPRISING THE ANNALS OF HIS LIFE AND CONNECTION WITH THE UNITED BRETHREN; Hamilton, Adams & Co; 1856; 639pp; Hardback, covers faded, hinges weak. Portrait frontispiece() £35

M11272) Mallet, Sarah; East, David; MY DEAR SALLY THE LIFE OF SARAH MALLET ONE OF JOHN WESLEY'S PREACHERS; WMHS; 2003; 115pp; Paperback() £5

M11234) M'Cullagh, Thomas; M'Cullagh, H.H.; THOMAS M'CULLAGH A SHORT STORY OF A LONG LIFE; Robert Culley 144pp; Red cloth, gilt. Spine faded. Portrait frontispiece() £6

M11236) **Ouseley, Gideon**; M'Cullagh, Thomas; **GIDEON OUSELEY THE WONDERFUL IRISH MISSIONARY**; Charles H. Kelly
128pp; Red cloth, gilt. Spine faded. Portrait frontispiece() £6

M11256) **Perronet, Vincent**; Batty, Margaret; **VINCENT PERRONET 1693-1785 THE ARCHBISHOP OF THE METHODISTS**;
WMHS; 2002; 123pp; Paperback() £5

M11237) **Pope, W.B.**; Moss, R.W.; **THE REV. W.B. POPE, D.D. THEOLOGIAN AND SAINT**; Robert Culley
126pp; Red cloth, gilt. Spine faded. Portrait frontispiece() £6

M11261) **Rogers, Hester**; **THE EXPERIENCE AND SPIRITUAL LETTERS OF MRS HESTER ANN ROGERS WITH A SERMON PREACHED ON THE OCCASION OF HER DEATH BY THE THOMAS COKE, LL.D**; Milner & Co.
256pp; Hardback, green cloth, gilt. Hinges weak. With portrait frontispiece() £10

M11235) **Smetham, James**; Beardmore, William G.; **JAMES SMETHAM PAINTER, POET, ESSAYIST**; Charles H. Kelly
128pp; Red cloth, gilt. Spine faded. Portrait frontispiece() £6

M11249) **Smith, Joseph**; **MEMOIR OF JOSEPH SMITH OF SOUTH HOLME LATE OF HUGGATE AND RISEBOROUGH WESLEYAN LOCAL PREACHER WITH RECORDS FROM HIS DIARY TOGETHER WITH SPEECHES AND SERMONS FROM 1823 TO 1898**; R.J. Smithson; 1900; 320pp; Hardback, pink cloth, spine faded, front board grubby. Hinges weak, illustrated() £20

M11232) **Watson, Richard**; Brailsford, Edward J.; **RICHARD WATSON THEOLOGIAN AND MISSIONARY ADVOCATE**; Charles H. Kelly
128pp; Red cloth, gilt. Spine faded. Portrait frontispiece.() £6

M11265) **Wesley, Charles**; Jackson, Thomas; **MEMOIRS OF THE REV. CHARLES WESLEY, M.A. COMPRISING NOTICES OF HIS POETRY ... BEING AN ABRIDGMENT OF HIS LIFE IN TWO VOLUMES**; John Mason; 1862; 500pp; Hardback, spine nicked. Portrait frontispiece() £35

M11230) **Wesley, John**; Hampson, John; **MEMOIRS OF THE LATE REV. JOHN WESLEY, A.M. WITH A REVIEW OF HIS LIFE AND WRITINGS AND A HISTORY OF METHODISM FROM IT'S COMMENCEMENT IN 1729 TO THE PRESENT TIME 3 VOLUMES**;
For the author (Sunderland); 1791; 221+216+235+ipp; Full tree calf, neatly respined preserving original spine labels.Cheshunt college library book plates. Complete with portrait frontispiece. A fine set of the first biography of Wesley() £400

M11228) Whitefield, George; Belcher, Joseph (ed); GEORGE WHITEFIELD A BIOGRAPHY WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO HIS LABORS IN AMERICA; American Tract Society 514pp; Hardback, library label, spine slightly damaged at bottom. Portrait frontispiece() £25

M11267) Whitefield, George; Gledstone, James Paterson; GEORGE WHITEFIELD M.A. FIELD PREACHER; Hodder & Stoughton; 1902; 359pp; Hardback, covers faded, portrait frontispiece() £12